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Let's face it: if you're going to browse through the racks of stores like Forever 21, you're going
to need an extra-large latte with three shots of espresso. It's a frazzling task just deciding
which side to approach first. I end up just settling for something instead of looking outside my
comfort zone. Shopping should be enjoyable, not exhausting. Unfortunately, many of us leave
stores drained of energy and money, spent on mindless, impulsive purchases. On the bright
side, we have the Internet to help us become smart, stress-free shoppers. Save the workout
for the gym!

Chuck the nasty sweater; click on Nasty Gal!

The website http://shopnastygal.com does not just have a wide selection of vintage clothing
and accessories, but also original designer pieces. Nasty Gal prides itself on providing
customers with a selection of distinctive clothing that offersboth personality and individuality.
The website features familiar brands like Steve Madden, but also bizarre brand names like
Arynk and Funktional. Although these labels may sound strange, their selection of clothing is
striking and creative. Nasty Gal has many fad items, but they're not wacky to the point where
you can't pull them off. Sign up on their website to receive e-mails from the owner and stylist
of Nasty Gal, Sophia Amoruso. You'll get weekly style tips, updates and exclusive discounts. 

There's nothing better than making a purchase you actually like, rather than just purchasing
warm clothing because you need it this time of year. Nasty Gal is perfect for those who are
done settling, and want to wear something striking and eye-catching. 

Transform your look, and your wallet.

In my spare time, I look at celebrity pictures and attempt to imitate their smoky eye makeup.
Sadly, it turns out to be a failure when I don't have the right makeup or tools to accomplish
this sexy look. The website http://eyeslipsface.com (e.l.f.) has inexpensive makeup along with
brushes, sets and palettes, gifts, nail polish and other beauty tools. Their beauty
encyclopedia (an extensive palette of face makeup) was recognized in People Magazine for
being super affordable ($5).The philosophy on the website is, "We at e.l.f. believe that
innovative technology, quality ingredients and superb delivery systems should not be limited
to prestige retailers. Every woman should have the opportunity to participate in innovation,
without sacrificing her budget." Customers who worry that the website's makeup contains
ingredients that will cause them to breakout can choose to purchase their anti-aging, SPF or
oil-free products.

After five minutes of perusing, I was bragging to my roommates about how I only spent $25
on a blush, bronzer, two mineral eye powders, two fake eyelashes, eye shadow primer, tinted
moisturizer and brushes. Some of them laughed and said the productsare probablypoor
quality. But three days later I had great new makeup to experiment with, and about a week
later my friends ended up ordering their own e.l.f.items. 

The website has a "Get the look" section where it shows what products can be used to
achieve whichever beautiful makeover you choose. This part of the website gives makeup
options for "American Girl,""All Natural,""Modern Jackie O,""Earth Angel,""Golden Glam" and
"Sultry" looks, among others. It also gives step-by-step instructions on how to copy the
looksof the models.

E.l.f. blog gives reviews and advice on products, like how a lightweight, anti-aging, SPF-
tinted moisturizer can help you achieve a flawless and glowing face. I couldn't believe that
this blog doesn't just offer tips and tricks, but also gives customers a way to save money. For
each valid web comment on the blog you receive a free $5 coupon via e-mail - one per
person to the first 25 posts. 

Other websites worth clicking.

http://shopstyle.com
Hearing about this website from a student in my fashion class was a blessing. It allows you to
search every online retailer for a specific item, the price range of that item, color and size. If
you aren't sure whether or not you want to make the purchase, you can add the item to your
stylebook to keep your eye on it and see if it goes on sale. 

http://weardrobe.com
This blog allows you to get inspired by viewing other people's outfits and accessories. The
best part about this website is that viewers aren't just provided with inspiration and ideas, but
they're also told what brand each item featured is. Whether you are looking for edgy or
conservative, this blog allows you to explore your options throughphotos of creative
fashionistas.

http://missselfridge.com
This U.K. retailer is similar to the store Topshop. They recently had the stylist from the show
"Gossip Girl" create a line of different styles of dresses to match the individuality of the
characters on the show.

"Miss Selfridge has created a collection that is true to the ideals of the show and one that
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young women will aspire to own. We're certain it will be a commercial success, and the
beginning of a long-term relationship with the retailer,"said Paul Bufton, general manager of
Warner Bros. consumer products U.K. The website is easy to browse, letting you surf
through whatever piece of fashion you desire. They have a blog, "Style Diaries," that shows
you looks of different celebrities and how you can purchase a similar look on their website. I
feel like a little boy attached to his video games while I'm on this website!
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